High-throughput screening of chromatographic separations: II. Hydrophobic interaction.
A high-throughput screen (HTS) was developed to evaluate the selectivity of various hydrophobic interaction chromatography (HIC) resins for separating a mAb from aggregate species. Prior to the resin screen, the solubility of the protein was assessed to determine the allowable HIC operating region by examining 384 combinations of pH, salt, and protein concentration. The resin screen then incorporated 480 batch-binding and elution conditions with eight HIC resins in combination with six salts. The results from the screen were reproducible, and demonstrated quantitative recovery of the mAb and aggregate. The translation of the HTS batch-binding data to lab-scale chromatography columns was tested for four conditions spanning the range of product binding and selectivity. After accounting for the higher number of theoretical plates in the columns, the purity and recovery of the lab-scale column runs agreed with the HTS results demonstrating the predictive power of the filterplate system. The HTS data were further analyzed by the calculation of pertinent thermodynamic parameters such as the partition coefficient, K(P), and the separation factor, alpha. The separation factor was used to rank the purification capabilities of the resin and salt conditions explored.